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W-OMAN DEAN NAME-D 
NEWS STAFF ANNOUNCED Miss Faeth to Assist Nally 
by DENIS F. WALSH, Manaalna Editor Barko Editor-in-Chief Miss Mary ·Louise Faeth, a native Cincinnatian, became the 
first female Assistant Dean of Students in Xavier's history 
when she assumed the position July 1. She will be working under 
Dean of Students Patrick J. Nally and in conjunction with the 
other assistant deans. 
On the recommendation of Xavier's Publications Committee, 
William F. Barko, senior history major from Dearborn, Mich-
igan, has been named Editor-in-Chief of the News f~r the 1969-
70 academic year. Barko, who served as Layo.ut Ed1~or on la~t 
year's News staff, will be assisted by. Ma?ag.mg Ed1tor J?ems 
F. Walsh. New to the News, Walsh 1s a J'Untor from Ch1cago 
majoring in psychology. 
Other members of the junior-laden 
staff inc' ie Associate Editors Joe 
Cormier, .1\.,au Hayes, and Gary Reed. 
Cormier is iil the HAB program with a 
pre-med emphasis. Hayes, a theology 
major, is on the Brockman Hall staff 
and a vice-president of SCC. Reed is a 
commuter student majoring in history. 
Filling the newly-created position 
of Editorial Editor is Mark Hinchy, an 
English major who is also on the Brock-
man Hall staff. Mike Ratto, an advisor 
in Kuhlman Hall and psychology major, 
will take over as Copy Editor. 
Jack Murray, experienced with both 
the News and the Cincinnati Enquirer 
sports departments, is th-e returning 
Sports Editor this year. Taking care bf 
distribution of the News is Circulation 
Manager Paul McLaughlin, a commuter 
who is majoring in history. • 
Hague left off with his weekly commen-
tary on the Arts. The on-- and off-cam-
pus political scenes provide the ma-
terial for senior Greg Burwinkel's new 
column. A fourth column entitled "Any-
thing Goes" will be written under the 
psuedonym of J. B. Amigo. 
As far as the actual structure of the 
\News is concerned, Editor Barko has 
already effected numerous changes. 
Most obvious of these is the new Wed-
nesday publication date. Says Barko, 
"The Wednesday edition will give the 
readers more news, fresher news, and 
should stimulate lagging interest in the 
middle of each wee~." 
With this edition, too, a new column 
has been made available to willing 
members of the faculty and adminis-
tration. This, then, presents the oppor-
tunity for more diverse opinions to be 
aired via the News. Explains Barko on 
the paper's editorial policy, "Any 
editorial by a News editor or letter to 
the editor by a student or faculty mem-
ber will be printed, provided it is in 
good taste and not libelous or obscene." 
Heading the list of weekly column 
writers is senior George Eder, who 
will continue writing "In the Margin." 
Dan Kane, editor of this year's Athe-
naeum, will take up where Richard EDITOR BILL BARKO 
GREELEY HEADS 
FORUM LIST 
Rev. Andrew M. Greeley heads a list of speakers scheduled 
FROSH 
DESCRIBE-
MAN HE. SA 
by the Forum Series to lecture at ~ayier University during the by SKIP BERTKE, News Reporter 
coming school year. Besides Fr. Greeley, the speakers are' Eighty incoming freshmen recentiy 
Rev. Frans Jozefvan Beeck, S .J., Dr. James Bond, Rev. Daniel attended and experienced the Manresa 
Berrigan, S.J., and Dr. Viktor E. Frankl, M.D. _, '69 program held here on the Xavier 
Rev. Greeley is an acknowledged au- State and Receiving Hospitals, and is University campus by the Students for 
thority in the fields of education and now also psychological consultant to a Christian Community. 
religion, having written many books numerous agencies, schools, and in- The theme of this year's Manresa 
and articles on the two subjects. His dustries. In addition to being the author proaram was Christian leadership. 
credentials include an education at St. of several published r~search artic_Jesj For three days the eiahty Manresans 
Mary of the Lake Seminary and a doc- he is a Fellow of the OhiO Psychologlca discussed the many unknown aspects 
torate from the University of Chicago, Association and ~ member ~f •.he Amer- of this topic. 
several educational positions, and ser- ican Psychological Assocmt10n. Dr. . . 
vice on educational committees. He is Bond's lecture is scheduled for Dec. 3. The program was highlighted by num-
erous fine speakers. Among these 
currently a lecturer in the Dept. of Rev. Daniel Berrigan, associate di- speakers were Mr. Kenneth Eberhard 
Sociology at the University of Chicago rector for Cornell . Uni~ed . Religious who spoke to the Manresans about the 
and program director of the National Work at Cornell Umvemty, IS a prom- true meaning of being a Christian; 
Opinion Research Center there. Rev. fnent and active member of_ the d~aft lawyer AI Mechley brought before the 
Greeley will speak Nov. S, and his topic opposition, as well as assoc1ate ed1tor· Manresnns eyes the tragedy of the poor 
is "The Future of Religion." of "Jesuit Missions" in New York. ~e in Cincinnati; and student body presi-
Rev. Frans Jozef van Beeck, a re- has taught at St. Peter's Prep School 10 dent Tim Burke dared the freshmen 
nowned Dutch theologian will lecture Jersey City and at Brookly.n Prepara- attending Manresa to become involved 
Oct. 20 on "Obedience and Authority tory School, and was assistant pro- with the problems al Xavier University. 
in the Dutch Catholic Church." The fessor of Theology_ for six years at These were only a few of the numcrot;s 
thirty-nine year old priest has publish- LeMoyne College m ~yra~use. Rev: speakers who appeared before the 
ed many essays on theology, ecumen- Berrigan has also stud1ed. m Fran~e, M~nresans. 
ism, doctrinal development, and church and spent a sabbatical year m extensiVe b 
R · d The program also included a num er authority, and is now writing a book travel through Africa, uss1a, an . 
titled Some Borderline Problems in Central Europe. He will speak Mar. 5, of tapes and movies a!Jio~g which was 
Sacramental Theology. Fr. van Beeck 1970, and his topic is "The Meaning of the httely successful movie The Fixer. 
was born and educated in the Nether- Christian Commitment." The lalks and movies given during 
lands, where he taught English for a-- The final speaker for the Forum ~anresa w_ere geare~ to . make the 
while. He has also spent time in English Series is Dr. Viktor E. Frankl, MD., freshmen thmk. The d1scuss1ons am~ng 
and American universities, and .is pl'e- whose subject is Man in Search of the Man~esans after a talk ":ere _o ten 
sently a Visiting professor of philosophy Meaning. Dr .. Frankl is professor of heated With some answers be.mg, fo~nd 
at Boston College. psychiatry and neurology at the .Uni- b~Lusually many m_ore questions bemg 
"Perspectives on Student Unrest" is versity of Vienna, President of the raised aUhe same. time. 
the topic of Dr. James G. Bond, viCe Austrian Medical Society of Psycho- The Manresans themselves were 
president qf student affairs and profes- therapy,and head of the Dept. ofNueor- areatly impressed by this year's pro-
sor of Psychology at Bowling Green ology at the Poliklinic Hospital in aram. Freshman Mike Anderson des-
State University. Dr. Bond spent 15 Vienna. He is the author of sixteen cribed Manresa a.• "a fantastic exper· 
years as chief p~ychologist at Toledo (Conti11ued 011 page 5) ience; It did more for me than the first 
, A graduate of Seton High School in 
Price Hill, Miss. Faeth attended the 
University of Cincinnati for two years 
before transferring to the University of 
Florida at Gainesville. It was here that 
she earned both her BA. in elementary 
education and her master's degree in 
counseiing. Miss Faeth comes to Xavier 
from Ball State University, Muncie, 
Indiana,, where she spent the past year 
as director of a large coed residence 
hall.' 
Although the decision for coeducation 
at XU prompted the hiring of Miss Faeth, 
.
1 
she is quick to point out that her respon-
sibilities will extend beyond working 
with the coeds on campus this fall. Miss 
! Faeth explained her job as one that 
should involve her closely with the stu-
dents: "I see my role as a counsellor 
rather than as a disciplinarian." She MISS MARY I.OIJ FAF.TH 
hopes. to be working with Student Gov- university." 
: ernment and tl;le various other activities Miss Faeth insists that the mere pre-
: on campus. During the summer she as- sence of girls on the campus does not 
sisted in putting out both the Orienta- make Xavier coed. "To me," she said, 
. tion B~oklet and the Student Handbook. "coeducation will occur when girls are 
Housing is another of Miss Faeth's fully integrated into the campus com-
' major concerns. It has been arranged munity. And this goes beyond classroom 
·that the few out-of-town coeds at Xa- participation to include the wider as-
: vier can be housed in The Villa on peels of life at Xavier." 
~Ledgewood Drive. But with the increas- Besides the obvious social adjust-
ed number of coeds in the future, resi- ments necessary for a coed Xavier, 
dence hall facilities for women are new academic programs must also be 
definitely needed. · introduced to suit the coeds. Miss Faeth 
Miss Faeth is confident of the values hopes that "by studying the present 
of a coeducational Xavier. First she programs at nearby colieges, we can 
said, it proves that XU is in step' with develop ~ew ones unique to Xavier." 
the national trend towatd acceptance of . New majors have already been estab-
women as an integral part of our uni- lished . in sociology and elementary 
versities. Aside from this, "Xavier educatiOn. 
will be able to keep its selectivity and Recruiting in the local high schools 
high admission requirements by going is another of Miss Faeth's plans for the 
coed." coming year. Students, she said, can 
But the new assistant dean is real- help her in this area by going with her 
istic. She know~ that soine of the Musk- to give first-hand accounts of life at 
ies do not favor the switch to coeduca- Xavier. 
tion, and is sympathetic to their feelings. Summarizes Miss Faeth, "I'm ex-
"1 realize this is going to be a matter · tremely optimistic about the future of 
of reorientation for many. The men at coeducation on Xavier's campus. I find 
Xavier have built up a tradition, a cam- this p9sition to be an exciting challenge. 
eraderie, and I hope this will continue. Everyone here has made me feel wel-
l also feel that coeds can bring new in- come, and I'd like each student to drop 
sights ~nd possibly a new spirit to the by my office to say hello." 
eiahteen years or my life." Barbara 
Lynch, one of the fmt coeds to attend 
Manresa, stated, "I liked Manresa and 
am very glad I came. I met some terrific 
people." Manresa generally receifed 
praise from the attendina freshmen and 
words like "fantastic"· and "great" 
~ere common among the Manresans 
when asked their opinions about the 
program. 
Manresa '69 presented the freshmen 
with a challenge to take action, to lead, 
to live. Most freshmen who attended 
the program left with a new spirit burn-
ing inside themselves but to say Man-
resa '69 was an outstanding success 
would be a premature judgment. As 
Bob Riepenhoff, president of Students 
for a Christian Community, commented 
(Continued on page 5) 
Manresans Listen 
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E ditt;Jrials 
The Coming Year 
To reach more students on the XU campus is the goal of this 
year's News. Heavy emphasis will be placed on appealing to a 
greater majority of students, therefore increasing the reading 
circulation of the paper. In past years many editors have failed 
to interest many of the students at XU. It will be our aim to pub-
lish what the student wants to read, since this paper represents 
all students at XU. 
It is my belief that the editor should be more of an administra-
tor and delegate his authority to his staff members who work 
under the managing editor. It is not the job of the editor-in-chief 
or even the managing editor to write up three or four news 
stories each issue. With a staff of capable writers, more empha-
sis can be placed on pursuing.both sides of issues and turning up 
the truth. Great stress will be placed on editorials. Since 
editorials will play a more important part in this year's paper, 
an editorial editor was selected to handle this section of the 
paper. It will be his job to write weekly editorials and assign 
other associate editors editorial material. 
In deciding editorial policy, the editor-in-chief does not stand 
alone. An editorial board has been formed. It is made up of the 
editor-in-chief, managing editor, associate editors, the editorial 
editor~ and another prominent staff member. It will be the job of 
this board to make major policy decisions, such as giving support 
to a candidate during elections, or allowing a controversial ad or 
article to be published. 
The most significant change occuring to this year's paper will 
be a Wednesday edition instead of the traditional Friday issue. 
The main reason for the switch is the fact that many XU students 
never pick up the paper until the following monday, and by that 
time much of the news is stale. By publishing in the middle of the 
Back To Reality 
It seems appropriate at the start of a fresh semester, to relate 
a story which may provide some nutritious food for thought for 
the entire Xavier family. The story concerns a certain under-
graduate who had an unusual but interesting dream. He dreamed 
not of Camelot, but rather of a real, earthy place. He dreamed 
of Xavier. While most school dreams are nightmares for stu- _ 
dents, this one may more accurately· be termed visionary. He 
dreamed of the Xavier that could be. 
week, the copies can be readily distributed to both dormie and In this vision the student was deeply impressed by t~e intensity 
commuting students. Another important factor is that weekend with which his community went out of its way to provide an ex-
sports can be covered in the Wednesday is!!Ue. The reader will no cellen(and liberal education for him. There was positive evi-
longer have to put up with sports coverage that is over a week old dence to back up his conviction. The liberal and sincerely 
by the time he picks up a copy. outspoken members of his faculty, for instance, were not ostra-
A new attraction to this year's paper will be a faculty column. cized by their peers for plain talk, but rather accepted as 
Each week a column will be open to any interested member of the dedicated educators. The university committees were no longer 
faculty or administration. This type of article will give the views mediocre-wastes of time ()ut·hard-hitting and accurate sources 
and opinions of numerous faculty members concemin!ftopics of· of·~urisel forf-the .university president. 1·The Jesuit faculty now 
interest to students on campus. A faculty member will be able to staunchly refused to lose vital contact with its students, and 
discuss a topic concerning his field of interest or some contem- possibly the world, by sheltering itself in a beautiful but contro-
pory issue. This column could help in developing closer student- versial residence. This Xavier was the one sought, rather than 
faculty ties. the one avoided by members of the Chicago Province. In the 
Photographs have been used sparingly in the past or only as classroom, teachers . were never so grossly unprepared as to 
filler. This year more photos will be used to complement many give the same lecture twice without even knowing it; nor were 
of the stories and features published in the student news. The they ever so closed-minded as to - for reasons unknown -
quality of these photos should improve from those seen in refuse to even answer questions. Student government, no longer 
previous years. shackled by fights for basic student freedoms, was entering new 
and important areas. Because the university was truly operating 
for the student, preCious time was no longer spent arguing about , 
when or where or how study and library space would be provided. 
The much exploited friction between dorm· and commuter stu-
dents was recognized for what it was and never really mentioned 
With the implementation of the above goals, the XU News 
should substantially improve in '69-'70. 
W.F.B. 
Cry in Wilderness? 
again. The type of Muskie enthusiasm for events such as football 
games was no longer considered a distasteful eventuality but 
condemned as an exception. In general, all segments of Xavier 
-administration, faculty, students, and alumni - were trying 
to put out for each other rather than deceiving each other for 
their own profit. 
At the closing banquet of Manresa '70, Mr. Eberhard, Pro- When the undergraduate concerned in this story awoke the 
fes~or ?f ~eol.o~, presented a few .remarks o~ the a~eas. ·next morning, he realized an important distinction that should 
which, m h1s opm10n, need much attent1on at Xav1er. He c1ted be made again. His dream was of the Xavier that could be but 
five specific areas: course and professor evaluation by students, as of yet is not. ' 
establishment of a university senate, institutional racism at ' 
MDH 
Letter 
To the Editor of the Xavier Newsl 
Cenainly once in an overseas tour 
W!! all have been plac:ed in an em• 
barrassing situation because of the 
conduct of our fellow-Americans. Com-
mendably this conduct has remained 
above reproach as far as outward mani-
festations to the native citizenry. But 
should we take time to aslc the everyday 
German, Italian, Frenchman, or Eng-
lishman their honest opinion of Ameri-
cans, we might receive a rude awaken-
ing. 
Whether Americans betray their 
presence in a foreign country by their 
characteristic dress, their pretentious 
attempts to flash the dollar sign in 
front of the sensitiv_p populace in whose 
country they are residing, or whether 
they unconsciously carry the banner 
of the host country's utter dependence 
upon American defense forces, they are 
discarding the chance to develop a 
unique cultural exchange. 
In rebuttal· some might say there is 
a continual exchange of cultures, wit-
nessed by the frequent marriages be-
tween military personnel and the eli-
gible young ladies in the host country, 
and the enthusiastic attendance of 
Americans at local fests, or distinc-
tively ·native social activities. Regret-
tably, in my opinion only, this is only 
a small part of the interpersonal re-
lationships that could be established 
with the native inhabitants. 
If. a foreigner visited America we 
would expect him to attempt to speak 
English and to be one of the "guys" 
by adopting some of the ways of the 
American people. At least while they 
were living in America. Because his 
associations would be with Americans 
and not with his own nationalities, he 
couldn't help but be reminded of his 
"guest status". 
Reciprocally here in a foreign coun-
try, most Americans think that if Ger-
mans, Italians, Frenchmen, etc., ,don't 
speak English, they're illiterate. Yet 
they make only a token effon to learn 
the host language themselves. It seems 
that Americans tend to socialize to· 
gether, thereby actually causing an 
Americanization of the foreign environ-
ment. Unaware that they are being 
Xavier, the influence of ttie Vietnam situation on campus, ·and 
the initiation of a me'ariingful and relevant liturgical program. 
Three of these. areas have received considerable attention from 
administrators and faculty members during orientation pro-
grams; however, comment on the third and fourth areas, insti-
tutional racism and the Vietnam war, has been particularly 
absent from discussion on campus. In fact, in certain areas of 
Xavier's "upper echelons," Mr. Eberhard might well be con-
sidered culpable of a Xavier "no-no" in his commenis on 
both subjects. After listening to Mr. Eberhard, one cannot but· 
think of a voice crying in the wilderness; and I earnestly hope 
the old maxim - "a prophet is always rejected in his own land'; 
- will not prove true in this case. I fully agree with Mr. Eber-
hard's comments; and, needless to say, will be watching with 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ................................... William F. Barko 
· watched by the local townspeople, they 
unintentionally give the impression or' 
a '.'typical American in America", 
rather than the.impression of a "visit-
ing American in a foreign land". 
MANAGING EDITOR ....... , ............................ Denis F. Walsh 
EDITORIAL EDITOR ................ : ........•............. Marie Hinchy 
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COPY EDITOR ...............• ~; ........................... Mike Ratto 
• ... :!" 
·;._- MJH COLUMNISTS ...... Georae Eder,,.pan ~ne, Greg Burwinlcel, J. B. Amigo MODERATOR ...............•.. : .....•.........••...•••.•..• John Getz 
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The international benefits resulting 
from Americans residing overseas are 
unimaginable, and iri my opinion more 
beneficial than all the foreign aid Amer-
ica is so adept at giving away. If as 
representatives of America we can suc-
ceed in adoptina some . of our host 
countries' customs, the chances for 
establishing individual acquaintances 
with • German, . u Italian, • French-
man, or u Englishman would be areatly 
increased. This is the only way these 
people can honestly 1nake a .nlld 
appraisal of the A~erican overseas. 
Joe Riemenschneider '6 7 
/ 
I,, 
---------- - - ---------------- .............. ~ ............. . 
•• , ......... a. ........ ~ ............. ,. ................ _ •••• 
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M. S. J. EDITOR QUESTIONS SYSTEM 
by GARY REED, Associate Editor 
Mount St. Joe has no student news- have publicity." Underlining the problem, News re-
paper-and attractive Mountie senior Sister Margaret Agnes did agree to porters interviewed more than twenty 
Harriet Howard is the editor. To be her requests, Harriet claimed. "011r Mounties, asking each if they could 
precise, Harriet is the new editor of moderator has been here thirty-seven recall the name of their school's news-
the Mount's fortnightly Seton Journal. years, and 1 really do like her. I'd paper. Only five could correctly do so. 
~lfs, really only a· journalism lab- rather not have her made an idiot of. I Complained one junior, "There's never 
ratory," Harriet told News reporters have her word. It's best to trust her. any controversy in the paper-never, 
this week. "But since the students At the moment things are really look-
don't have a paper, they feel it should ing rosy." 
Interested teens study in new Black library 
serve them." 
That is one half of this neophyte 
editor's dilemma. "The paper-who 
really reads it? the students? the 
parents? who?" she asked. 
The other half is Sister Margaret 
Agnes, faculty advisor for the Journal 
and chairman of the Mount's journalism 
department. 
Persons close to the staff have been 
Black Study Center O'Pens spreading rumors that Harriet wants to bring the paper closer to her student 
· b GREG HAAS BCS c dl t readers-or else. Last week Harriet y , oor na or 
It seems that the most obvious reason are people. Would you ·like to tutor presented Sister Agnes with a mani-
for the agonizingly slow groing toward math or reading? Would you like to start festo backed by a threat of a staff walk-
human community is that the supposedly a community newspaper? Do you have out, or so the story goes. 
enlightened members of "civilization" a special interest in science? Are you But when questioned by the News, 
are quite unconscious of things human. skilled in crafts or the fine arts? Do Harriet would only accede that she has 
That is, they regard humans as things. you have an interest, an excitement, made a number of requests of her ad-
Why are we still in Vietnam? Why do a wonder, or a feeling about things visor, "But they were small things, 
masses of young and old still go hungry that you would llke to communicate to really:" 
Yet there are still changes Harriet 
would like to see in the future. "Ideally," 
she said, "a student paper would be 
better. But then what about the journal-
ism department?'' 
Harriet is a journalism minor, and 
this is her fourth year with the Journal. 
"I've got my loyalties to both," she ex-




Among the many changes at Xavier 
this year is the new seventeen meal 
board plan. This plan is the result of a 
study and recommendation by the Ford 
Advisory Committee which was headed 
by Rick Sullivan: The new plan includes 
three meals Monday thru Friday and a 
much desired dinner on Saturday and 
Sunday. The hours of all meals have 
been selected to enable all the students 
to attend every meal. The Committee 
will be reorganized this year and will 
be eager to here from any student. 
in America? Why are we not really some youngsters (or oldsters)? If you Harriet declined to show reporters 
committed to man? Yes, maybe that's would like to throw in with the lot of her list of demands, but said they in-
the reason why the Black Study Center us and give people a try, contact us eluded more student news, in depth polls 
is still a two-bit project. To corrobor- either through Student Volunteer Ser- and faculty criticism, when necessary. 
ate this last observation, it came as vices in the University Center or at She refused to comment on the alleged 
quite a revelation to the coordinator of the B.S.C. threatened boycott. "I'd rather not the B.S.C. when he discovered that he ,_ _______________________ , ___ .... .:...._. ____________ .;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iOiiiiiiiOiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliilliiii._., 
was basically uncommitted to his pro-
ject despite his noble beginnings. But 
things are looking up and it seems the 
·student coordinator is now committed 
to his project if not to his brothers. 
The B.S.C. is located in Millvale, a 
temporary housing project (built 15 
years ago). Millvale is a zoo. In this_ 
high population·density area, there are 
about 2700 Black people, 1000 of whom , 
are aged 10 through 20. Most kids are 
engaged in a destructive dissipation of 
energy, or they watch TV since there 
is really nothing else to do. And each 
day the adults get up- that's soul! The 
Center consists of a rented five room 
apartment furnished with second-hand 
chairs, tables, rugs, desks, and other 
sundry items such as five 70 lb. electric 
motors, I magazine rack, 2 black-
boards, I broken typewriter, 1000 
books, a phone (541-1552) and I TV. 
This isn't much, but it has been enough 
to attract a lot ,of the neighbors. And 
that's who this project is all about. 
The B. S.C. exists entirely for the indi-
vidual's intellec!ual growth and crea-
tivity development, for each person of 
Millvale. For example: Is there some 
youngster who wants to see if there 
really are tiny animals and plants in· 
stagnant water? (By the way we have a 
good microscope.) Is there a high 
school student who wants to draw some 
posters for a dance? (Or maybe he just 
wants to paint, draw, or do craft work 
for the sake of it.) Are there boys or 
girls who would want to explore for 
fossils. Maybe some adults would like 
to see what a $24 billion moon looks 
• like. (We have access to telescopes.) 
Why is it that anyone who happens to 
lh:e in this particular community is 
not allowed to develop his or her crea-
tivity? Who decrees that any environ-
ment be allowed to warp children? This 
is the damnest situation .. And it is 
allowed to ao on. God pity the people 
who see suffering and never do anything . 
about it. 
In this project then we will provide 
the matter for the community to become 
with. Yea, we've aot a lot of tlllap at 
the Center. But what we need riaht now 
--------
F.A.S.T. 
Friday'• F.A.S.T. will feature Mr. 
Frank McVay, auistant profeuor of 
Asian History at Xavier. He will speak 
on "The sipifacance of the death of Ho 
Chi Minh" at 2:30 Friday, September 
26,, in the University Grill. All are in-
. vited to at"nd. 
' ' 
PIONEERING NO PRIEST LAND U.S. A . 
.._ _________ , .. __ ... ~·-·-·-······'~ "'~'' •\,.._ .......... ~ .. ~ ...... ; ......... -. ....-..... -~~·-···· ......... ~ ...... ;, .. _ ....................................... ~.--.-.,, ... '-" ... -· ........ ~. , __ . ___ ...... ~ .... ··~~--·----.. 
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COUNCIL INSIGHTS FLU 
SHOTS A First Look 
With another academic year begin-
ning at Xavier, it is rather apparent who 
the new members of the Xavier Com-
munity are. They are welcome additions 
to the Student Body, Faculty, and Ad-
ministration who after a few days, 
maybe even days, as fellow Musketeers 
will be a part of the entire Xavier picture 
for the '69-'70 academic year and hope-
ful longer. 
These people have been welcomed 
mimy times over in the past few days, 
and rightly so, as they begin a venture 
which will add to their present lives and 
could possibly determine the final out-
come of their lives. I, too, would like to 
extend my "welcome" and "good luck". 
But, the welcoming speeches are 
over and the business at hand begins. 
The first thing on hand should no doubt 
be somewhat of an explanation of the 
purpose of this column. As the title 
"Council Insights" infers, it is intended 
to deal with the operation of the Student 
Council. the programs it puts forth for 
any segment of, or for the entire Xavier 
Community, and in particular the behind 
the scenes aspects of the Council which 
are both important and newsworthy. 
This column will by no means be either 
a voice of the Council and its officers or 
a partisan means of expression. When 
the organization deserves a pat on the 
back it will receive it, and by the same 
token when it deserves to have it's 
knuckles wrapped it will receive it. The 
judgment does not and can not lie with 
this column alone. All it will do is pre-
sent the insights and ask you to judge 
for yourself and, a~ a part of the Student 
Body, to respond in a manner you see fit. 
For this first edition of the News, it 
is fitting to take a look at some things 
Council has done, since it was placed in 
office at the end of last y~ar. 
The Councii has been quite active in 
the area of the Bar on Campus Proposal. 
Much research has been done on pro-
jects raneing from surveys of the 
Xavier Community to surveys of other 
colleges and universities in the U.S. 
Members have devoted much time to 
studying the various civil laws (zoning 
laws, etc.) which could possibly obstruct 
the initiation of a Muskie. Bar. During 
the summer vacation visits have been 
made to various campuses in the central 
and southern Ohio area to observe how 
some campus bars are operated. A 
number of useful ideas were gained 
from these visits and may be incorpor-
ated into Xavier's version of an on-
campus bar. 
Another venture which yours truly 
has a special interest in and the Council 
is undertaking is working with the Cin-
cinnati Organization Vote 19. The Cin-
Greg. Burwinke 
Arrangements have been made 
cinnati chapter of the State of Ohio through our College Health . Service 
Coalition for Vote 19 has called upon to provide flu shots again this year to 
Xavier for some help in a few areas. thosewhoareinterested. 
The most glamorous aspect of the drive 
is the opportunity the program will af- If you have not had flu shots in other 
ford students wishing to speak to high years, the doctors suggest two shots, 
school students about the proposal. The one now and one in January. Otherwise, 
less glamorous aspect is that others one shot is sufficient. The service 
are needed to help organize the students charge will be $2.00 per shot. 
from high schools ana colleges to can- The doctors recommend that the flu 
vass the Cincinnati area on Vote 19 shots be given immediately before the 
Day, November 1st. Anyone interested start of cold weather. If you are in-
in the program should alert themselves terested, please pay your $2.00 per 
to announcements as to organizational shot charge to Mrs. Margaret Dillon 
meeting times. in the Treasurer's Office, first floor, 
This year's Council is also attempt- Schmidt Building. Present the receipt 
ing to actively work on bettering rcla- to the personnel at McGrath Health 
tions with the Alumni Association .. Center, Kuhlman Hall ground floor en-
There are already students seated on trance, Ledgewood Ave. 
the Alumni Board and through the work The Health Center will administer 
of these student members the Alumni shots this year from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 
have agreed to sponsor the next Com- p.m., Monday through Friday. 
munity Conference. This is the first 
step the Alumni have taken in making 
their presence and intentions known to 
p. 
Black and White 
2 ft. X 3 ft. S2' 
Poster onJy. 
($4.95 value) 




THE GREAT NEW SWINGLIN£ cus· 
HAND STAPLER Designed to fit · 
the palm. Portable. ONLY $1.11. 
With 1000 staples, $1.98. 
Send any black & white or color 
photo upto8" x 10" (no nega· 
tives) and the name "Swingline" 
cut from any Swingline stapler or 
staple refill package to: Poster· 
Mart, P. 0. Box 165, Woodside, 
N.Y. 11377. Enclose cash, 
check or money order (no 
C.O.D.'s) in the amount of $2.00 
for each blow.up; $4.00 for 
blow-up and frame as shown.· 
Add sales tax where applicable. 
Original material returned 
undamaged. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Allow 30 days 





The world's largest selling 
stapler yet no larger than a 
pack of gum. ONLy 98t 
with 1000 FREE staples! · 
r:·r c ~
THE GREAT SWINGLINE cos· . 
DESK STAPLER A real hUVY•Wel&ht with 
a compact build. ONLY S1.tt. 
With 1000 staples, $1.98, -
'· 
. -. e(\··· 
, i-'"~ ces 
· 9\ C" s\3~ 
SOQ c\tC\)~'((\9S• 
\'(\0 . ~~0 ~\\0 
c You're in charge of building.the float; decorating the house 
. and dressing up the'party. So you need Pomps, the flame-
resistant decorative tissue. You can decorate anything beau-
tifully with Pomps, inside and out, and do-it. faster, easier, 
better. Pomps don~t cost much. They're cut 6 11 x 6 11 square, 
ready to use, come in 20 vivid tolors. that are virtually run· 
proof when wet. Buy Pomps at your bookstore; school supply · · · 
dealer or paper merchant. And ask your -librarian for· our 
booklet "How to Decorate With Pomps." If she doesn't have 
it, just tell her to write for a copy. Or, order your own copy, 
Send $1.25 and your address today to The Crystal Tissue 
... -. Compaily, Middletown, Ohio 45042, 
SHOT OF SCHOIT 
Jesuit residence nears completion. 
MAKE MONEY & 
OWN· A BUSINESS 
Send in this coupon if you want to learn how to earn a great 
deal of money for yourself while operating your own exclusive 








CITY STATE ZIP 
MAIL TO: 
American College Distributing Corp. 
P.O. Box 636, De Ka lb, Ill. 60115 
A 1 0% discount just for ·being young, 
in love and in, school. 
Wasserman· 
605- Race Street· 
Jewelers for one generation. Yours 
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FACULTY. COLUMN .-----:..--:. ...-------------: Quote of the Week 
During the current term, the Com-
munication Arts Department will video 
tape thirty-minute programs at 
Symmes TV Studios of Xavier Uni-
versity, for weekly broadcast over 
WCET-TV, Cincinnati's educational 
television station. Last year, the 
chance to use our two-hour option on 
air time over WCET-TV was not feas-
' Rev. Lawrence J. Flynn, S.J. 
leagues in some area of special inter- inagurate a new series in ~whic_h 
est or scholarly proficiency. Hopefully XAVIER will appear on a weekly basts 
matters of intellectual, cultural, and as, "XU TV INSTITUTE." The 
social significance to the Cincinnati' precise time of showing is under con-
community will be forthcoming. The sideration. 
"The students of our coumry are in turmoil. The universities are filled with 
students rebelling and rioting. Communists arc seeking to destroy our country. 
Rus.~ia is threatening liS with her might. And the republic is in danger. Yes, 
danger from within and without. We need law and order! Yes, withow law and 
order our nation cannot survive ... elect us and we shall re.rtore law and order." 
- ible. First,· our equipment was inade-
quate; ~o~d. we were understaffed, 
despite the essential assistance of 
Jay C. Adrick, '69, whose services 
have been immeasurable over the past 
two yean. At present, Jay is a USN · 
Seaman on a carrier that does tracking 
duty, operating out of Cape Canaveral, 
Florida. Florida. 
television discussions and dialogues In keeping with our expanding ser-
that ensue are expected to contribute vices we are offering three courses 
to the educational television thrust in t~levision this term, one in film, 
now being made by WCET-TV, as well at Symmes Studios. Dark room facili-
as to the image of Xavier as a force ties have been completed as _well as 
interested in contributing to commu- a filming studio for making pictures. 
nity enrichment. And with the coming of Father William 
J. Hagerty, S.J., to teach film courses, 
we expect to.add a second course in 
film for the. Spring term. In September, 
1970, we plan to cooperate with the 
Department of Chemistry in teaching 
acourse in photography. 
GREELEY 
(Continued ti·om page 1) 
Critical aspects of production are 
now being overcome. We have hired 
Bill Eggerding as Technical· Director 
of Engineering, formerly Chief Engi-
neer of WZIP-AM-Fm. Two Jesuit 
Brothers, Ed Foy and Jake Zollmer, 
hitve spent almost a year in training 
and are ready to handle studio duties 
including scenic design and art work. 
. our three specialists work full time _at 
the studios. I manage the operation at 
Symmes and get into the hot water that 
all television stations thrive upon. It 
is owing to the services of these tech-
nicians that we are now ready to plan 
reg\tlar video taped programs, using 
books, including Man's Search for 
Meaning, which has sold 700,000 copies 
in the U, S., and numerous articles. His 
first article was published at the invi-
tation of Sigmund Freud, at the 1924 
International Journal of Psychoanaly-
sis. Dr. Frankl has also ~en visiting 
professor at Harvard and Southern 
Methodist Universities and guest Icc-
. During the summer, Mr. John Mau- turer at England's Royal Society of 
pin, Assistant Professor of CA, laid Medicine. He has appeared on 130 cam-
the ground work and drew up an appli- puses in 26 states u.s. lecture tours 
cation for an FM educational radio and has made three world lecture tours. 
frequency, which the University filed Dr. Frankl's talk will be on April 7, 
with the Federal Communications 1970. 
Commission, Washington, D.C. lfthe Tickets for the Forum Series run 
application is granted, Xavier will five dollars for all five speakers, two 
have one of the rapidly disappearing dollars for individual lectures, and 
FM channels in this neighborhood . 
on·e dollar for students. The lectures How soon a station can be developed 
are to be held in the Xavier Armory 
depends upon availability·of resources. Auditorium starting at 8:15 p.m. Fur-
But prospects of Xavier operating its ther information can be obtained at the 
own educational station that could 
Forum office. 
faculty and administrators of the Uni- I Beginning in October, rehearsals 
versity as contributors of programs will be held on Monday, Tuesday, and. 
bring news, sports, educational, and 
· cultural programs to the Cincinnati 
community are _exciting. 
they wish to develop and present. Still, Thursday, 1:30-4:00, to take a program (Continued from page 1) 
limitations upon our present staff from the raw through video taping 'hat 
make impossible the wide use of our will find its way to the airlanes via at the closing banquet of Manresa '69, 
growing capabilities. Eventually,_ stu- WCET-TV. Since set, art work, titles, "It is to early to judge the success of 
dent activities will be invited to parti- and technical details wiU be- handled Manresa; we mus.-judge it by the fruits 
cipate. by our TV staff, the simpler programs it · now produces." In past years the 
can be produced in less. than the three Manresa program has turned out a 
Faculty members responded enthu- scheduled days. Participants who wish great number of campus leaders and 
siastically to our Open House for · . 
to inspect the studios and to examme the success of this year's Manresa Faculty, hastily announced for Sep- . f 
our equipment with a vtew to uture program will depend on the freshmen tember 18, lasl Thursday. Facilities CA ffi 
production should contact the o 1ce who attended the program. Only when 
w_ere put into operilatiboln a?d thel u~. of for an appointment. Our staff is eager this year's Manresans accept the chal-
v1sual tools ava a e m te evts1on . . · nd . ..1 
1
- . 
ted d .. ·· d S to ass1st m the gC!nerat1on a pro- lenge to take actton, to lead an:'!'. to tve was demonstra an cntiCIZC · ev- . ... · 1 • d d 
. raJ.,, 1 · - be · · ·8· t. w·ork. ·ductlon·ofprograms. can Manresa '69 be truy JU ge a e aacu ty mem n are now , 
on a program, using one or two col- On Nov~mber I, WCET-TV will· success. 
I i lliil: IIIII• 
Notice 
The Ne~a is willing to print 
any Jetter that exhibits a gen-
eral interest to the :University 
community. In the interest ot 
giving everyone an equal op-
portunity of being heard, we 
uk tbat •• attempt be made 
te llllllt ,. ..... u to ·- .... 
IH wo'*- The letters mQ' be 
Jiven to uy member ot the 
:Newe staff, dropped ill the 
c:ampus man or aUpped under 
tbe ottlce doOr .ID tbe dead ot 
Dilbt. Tbuk JOU. 
-Adolf Hitler 
Hamburg, Germany, 1932 
Wanted 
The News is in need of an advertising 
manager for the '69-'70 academic year. 
He would be working directly with the 
News business manager in handling 
any advertising responsibilities. Some 
commissioned selling may also be in-
cluded in his duties. 
This is an opportunity for a student 
interested in an advertising career to 
learn about the field. More information 






Special Cut Char-Broiled 
• Sirloin Steak 
• Idaho Baked Potato 
Chef's Crisp Garden 
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NORTHERN KY. 
4211 OIXIt Hwr. 
CHERRY GROVE 
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10511 s,riRifleld Pike 
MONFORT HEIGHTS 
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Nolting Chose 
Defense, XU 
by JACK MURRAY, Sports Editor 
'with three minutes left in the Miami game two weeks ago, Vic Nolting tried to 
knock the Miami sub who was blocking him out of the way. Instead, Vic's cleats 
stuck in the ground, resulting in a twisted knee. 
"That's the first time I have been injured at X," said Nolting, after a whirlpool 
treatment. "I never even get. tapped. As you can see, the hair on my ankle isn't 
even shaved." 
Nolting's miseries, as well as the team's, were as much mental as physical 
after that first game loss to Miami, 35-7. 
"We played decent football in the Rnt hall. We thought we were prepared lor-
them. Our main aoal was to control Dlckenon; and we did that, because he aained 
only 60 yards. 
"When we came out for the second half trailing 14-0, we felt we could hold 
them if the offense could get going. But time ran short and Miami always had 
good field position. 
"The defense played an uninspired game; different guys broke down at crucial 
times. 
Vic is the son of Ray Nolting, who starred with the Chicago Bears and who 
coached at University of Cincinnati. 
Says Vic of his dad: "He's been great. He never criticizes my playing, only 
when I do terribly." 
GOING NOWHERE --Photo (Bob Free) Enquirer 
Vic's dad readied him lor the pidlron sport from the bepnnlna. His dad 
coached him In the Pee Wee Leaaue lor 6th araden who wellhed leas than 106 
1 ... They won the city championship. That team baa produced playen who ban 
aoae on to eam oyer 5100,000 worth of collqe ~eholanhlpa. Mike Senalbaup 
ol Oblo State lame was another team member. 
"I was a little pudgy kid in those days," Vic commented. After the Pee Wee's, 
he attended Lockland high school, where he played both offense and defense at 
halfback. His senior year they lost the fust three. games but won the last six. 
avy WWiama, No. 24, appean ready to tum the comer but Is quickly converaed upon by Miami defenden after 
abort·yardaae pin. Mlllkle l'lllhllll netted 21 yards In 37-71osa at Olllord. 
"At one time we had only 13 players available. The school's enrollment was 
125. Bucky Bangs Other Knee 
Althouab be did win aU-city honors, he wasn't a hlply-soupt athlete. "I 
chOH Xavier oyer UC, and my father stood behind my decision." 
Vic has always been kidded about being the "Son of Ray", only once did he 
. let it bother him. 
"I wondered If coUeaes wanted me because of my ability or because of my 
dad's name. I was actina immaturely then. Later I realized that no colleae would 
waste money on a kid who didn't have ability. I don't play football to be asaood as 
my dad - I couldn't anyway - but to be as aood as I can." 
In high school it is taken for granted that kids rest on defense and go hard on 
offense. "I have always liked defense. When you get a good hit (opponent), it 
feels good." I 
Vic's speed has been a terrific asset to his position of wide-out defensive 
back, which means he covers the opponent's best wide receiver. 
-lie's type of speed is usually possessed only by black players. "The players 
kid me about my thick lips; they kid me about being Protestant; they kid me about 
everything." 
All kidding aside, Vic, along with Jerry Mouch, are captains of the defensive 
unit. What kind of leaders are they? 
"We are careful not to be too "rah! rah!" 'with nothing to say. It's hard, though, 
to tell other guys what to do if we are falling down on our job. Every once in a 
while, you are going to miss something." 
Showing true allegiance, Vic says: "This is the best group of defensive backs 
we have ever had here. We have size-, speed , .. everything." 
by JOHN PRICE 
Sports Reporter 
Dropping their second consecutive 
game to the University of Buffalo on 
Saturday was bit.ter enough, but in the 
process the Muskies may have lost the 
services of starting quarterback Jerry 
Buckmaster for the remainder of the 
season. 
As· of Sunday Ducky's future was still 
in doubt as he hobbled on crutches hav-
ing suffered his second knee injury in 
less than a year. 
"It feels the same as when I tore the 
cartllaae In my rlpt kitee last year," 
said the senior. 
"I have no idea if I'll be playing. The 
doctors will tell me. on Monday (last) 
what's going to happen." 
The injury occurred during action in 
the fourth-quarter against Buffalo. 
"I hurt the knee in the second quarter 
but I stayed in the game. Later I called 
a roilout and the knee just popped." 
It was only last January that Bucky 
underwent surgery on his left knee for 
torn cartilage. · 
"It was In a basketbaU pme that I 
tore that knee," said Buckmaster. "I 
had hurt It durin& the season but it 
wasn't serious." 
Jerry was entering his third season 
as the X.U~signal caller and Coach lrv 
Etler had promised an exciting offen-
sive attack featuring a lot of passing. 
~In the first two games the offense has 
been pathetically weak managing to 
score but one touchdown. 
"I didn't think we were far from a 
aood offense," said Bucky, "but we 
bad a couple of key fumbles and pass 
Interceptions that burt us." 
"We didn't think Buffalo would be as 
tough as they were. Their offense was a 
lot more coordinated than it was against 
Ball St." 
With Jerry's abs~nce the quarterback 
duties have fallen on the shoulders of 
junior Dave Myers. 
It has been a rocky debut for Etler and 
with teams such as Ohio U, and Texas 
El Paso on the schedule the road won't 
be getting any smoother. 
Offensive Line Worries Etler 
-t'·.-:- .'"(. ', • .' .,~. r •. :· -::·. '· 'i :.. . 'i' ,'.'·.·· .. I' 
.. Noiiing: .. 
by JOHN LANE 
· News Sports Reporter 
but most of his playlna time has been 
accumulated In other backfield posi--
tions. 
The Xavier University Musketeers Coach Etler had praise for his fine 
received their second loss in as many running back Ivy Williams. Etler. said 
outings last Saturday at the hartds of that "Ivy will be a good running back 
Buffalo, 17-0. ' and he has come a long way this season." 
Costly mistakes by the. offensive unit The offenisve line has been one of the 
resulted in setting up sevenil Buffalo disappointments so far this year. Only 
scores; Two. fumbles deep in ~nemy small amounts of rushing yardage have 
territory, a pass interception, and two been recorded by Muskies during this 
clipping penalties were Xavier errors 
that des!royed any hope of a victory. 
Perhaps the most startling blow to 
the Muskies was the injury of jerry 
Buckmaster during the fourth quarter. 
Recelvlna the caD this Saturday at 
quarterback aplnst Kent State wiD be 
Dave Meyen. The Dover, Ohio product 
· has Hen action at quarterback before, 
young season. 
The young defensive unit of Xavier 
had only three senlon startlna In last 
Saturday's aame. Had not these young 
men had their backs to the wall, thel, 
play would certainly have resulted In a 
much lower Buffalo ~eore. 
The past is behind them now and 
Etler's men JIIUst take on Kent State 
Intramura·l Program 
Physical activity is an important use the facilities in the gym. 
pa~. of university life. At Xavier ~e are. Anyone wishing to participate in Flag 
pnvlleged to have ~n excellent antra- Football can obtain information by con-
~ural program, eVIdenced by the 18 tacting the IM office_ in person or by 
antramural contests that were held last phone (851-3654). Applications are also 
year. being accepted for tennis and volleyball. 
, -... ;¥r· ,J,oj: ,Su!liv~n, ':'.l!}.'\~~1\n,~r~~~Pi- If e~o~h c?'ds ~esp~n.ds,;t~e~ ~Is'!. ~n • 
· ::.~e~~Of,:Wi~hes, to, '\X$C.,ri,d~~ pe(sJ>i*t:-in· partiCipate ID the'tennls,,and Volleyball 
· · vi.tation .to everyone to ·come over and· tourneys. 
this week. When asked about Saturday's 
game Etler said, "Kent has a big offen-
sive line and they have as much potential 
as anyone on our schedule. They have 
a fine·running back in this boy Notting-
ham, who is as good a runner as any in 
the country," 
• 
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NEW FACES 
Xavier Unfyenfty Coacblna Staft', bottom row, from left, Tony Lanham [Oifensln Back], lrv Etler [Head Coach], 
Hal Dyer [DefensiYe Line Coach and Defensln Coordinator); atandlna, Gil Sturtzel [Oft'enslYe Line Coach and Offensln 
Coorlnator), Ken Calhoun [Defensln Back), Whitey Scbroek (Aulatant Freahman Coach], .Robert Schoenhoft 
[Wide Recelnn] and Jim Louder [Head Freahman Coach). 
No Lighting Improvements ..... AD 
Xavier Stadium lighting wiD continue 
to be a problem for a few years, at least. 
When asked if there were any plans for 
improvement, Jim McCafferty, Direc-
tor of Athletics, said: 
"No. We fixed the lighting two.years 
ago. I admit the lighting needs improve-
ment, but it's a cost factor; we just don't 
have the money. 
"We used to have problems in the 
end zones. The idea is to lower the 
towers and we might be all right. Those· 
standards were put up a long time ago 
and nowadays you don't see them any-
where near that high. Also we could put 
in a larger transformer, but again it's 
a cost factor. 
"Our actual stadium u a whole Is 
much nicer than a lot of our common 
opponent's atlldluma. We bave had only 
one joklnl complaint about the llpdna 
made four yean aao before we made 
the improvementl. That team Ia sche-
duled with us throuah 1976." 
Would the completion of Cincinnati's 
riverfront stadium mean Xavier would 
switch its games there? 
"We will probably play University of 
Cincinnati there. But the rest of. our 
home games will remain on campus." 
Five Quit 
Five players have quit football at 
Xavier University. They include Sherm 
Croft (sophomore from Sycamore), 
Steve Ecclestone (junior, Toronto), 
Jerry Krall (senior, Toledo ·catholic), 
Bob Krall (sophomore, Toledo Cath.), 
and Bob Urdzik (sophomore~ Steuben-
ville Catholic). 
Urdzik, coach_ lrv Eller says, may 
have a health problem. Also Woody 
Prinz, starting end and a senior from 
St. Petersburg, Fla. was injured dur-
ing pre-season training and his career 




Whatever happens, Luther Rackley will surely be playing in professional 
basketball t_his season. 
Rackley is. currently working out with the Cincinnati Royals, who chose 
him in the third round of the National Basketball draft. Rackley graduated 
from Xavier during the summer ..• 
But a dilemma has arisen. The Royals have two veteran centers in Connie 
Dierking and Walt Wesley. Luther makes three. Usually NBA teams do not 
-keep three centers. 
"We may keep all three," said Bob Cousy, new Royals' coach, after a recent 
workout at Cincinnati Garden. "We could move Luther to. fm:_ward for this 
season, although his natural position is center." 
Rackley Is no atranaer to the forward position since he scored six points 
as a forward In the Maurice Stokea-Game at MonticeUo, N.Y. last month. "I 
played oppoaite Cuzle Russell," said Luther. 
Cousy has been impressed ~ith Rackley's attitude and play at the rookie 
camp and during pre-season drills. "He takes to coaching well. He listens. 
to instructions and is willing to work." 
Another problem is·that Co!Jsy, at 41, would like to return as an active 
player, but Red Auerbach still holds the rights to his contract. Auerbach, a 
shrewd man, wants one of ibe Royals' centers (Wesley or Rackley) for this 
, right. · • 
Cousy says no to thia propO.ition; he will not give up one of his players. 
Meanwhile, Rackley works out.with a slightly sprained right wrist, which· 
· he incurred at rookie camp; At first, it was feared that he fractured it. A ca~t 
was put on as a protective measure. It came off about two weeks ago and now 






with the "now" look that anticipates 
the fashion trends ol tomorrow 
Here is a collection of shirts specially designed 
for th·e man whose taste is for the elegant look of 
today. For the man who decries the black and 
white pictures of yesteryear and who will settle 
for nothing less than the dramatic colors of today. 
See our Kent .Collectiort soon. All these hand~ 
some shirts come in deep emphatic colors with 
colored. buttons to match. Tapered body for the 
custom-made look. Higher neckband for fuller and 
more fashionable collars. Newly styled square 
French cuffs . . . or two-button barrel cuffs. And 
the Decton Perma-lnln fabric blend of Dacron• . 




Open Mon., Thurs. & 
~:.: Fri. Eves. Till 9 
PHONE 531 -3263 
4746 MONTGOMERY RD. NORW_QOD 
Luther wears a support on his right wrist- his shooting hand. Who cares I Who's got the Coke? Coca-Col~ has the 
Should Rackley not make it with the Royals, he still feels confident that he refreshing taste you never get tired of. That's why things go 
will be playing pro ball somewhere. , b · h C k f C k f C k 
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~~~~~lNG GOES!! ____ lDorm St~f~:n~:::.~:~.~ ...... 
L.::.:,-,~h:.:.,..:t ~~~h~~>~lii!tt!.k_a_r-ti,--!-,·-in-t<-'!I_J_s_ll_> ·t-h·~·g·a·m·~·. •,h·~·s··~·..-,-,11·d-g•n•li.,IJ1-ar•~-th•o-.sc""· ""o""r""h•}•' •re•s•ea•r•c•h)•_.,W_h.at-l•a•m-i•m•p•ly•i•ng_. The 1969-70 Residence Hall Staff to fundamental auidance techniques, til 
.1dli,.,,. 1s "' tlu·,m a littk li!!ht ••n what wh<>s ........ 1,,,.,.11·n L}. ,.111 .. nd1·n ... ,,.h,·l·· th" . h h h'l h' 1 . underwent a hard-hitting and exhaus- assistance offered by Psychologic~ - "" .. '' • .. • • here 1s t at 1 e p 1 osop tea question phil,•s••rh~ m,·ans. rh.: imp<>rt;lll<"<' of third are thos~ who an: wntcnt 10 he comes first before the confirmation of tive . orientation program, :under· the Services Department, and the advar 
this sul>j,·,·t in Xa' ia ,·ann••t 1>c .w~r- spectators. For Pythagnras. philoso- its truth. An example may be the case direction of Mr. Raymond Guye, Oirec:- tages of the McGrath Health Cente1 
I,,,,I.,•J and th,• n~w swd.:nt may find rh~rs rcscmhk the third cl;~ss t>ccause of APOllO project. F:or a long time, tor of Housing, from September IS to Also, such topics as "Learning i 
hmls,·lf '"'nJ,·rinl:! wh;~t ;~II is ah<llll. th~y disrcg;~rd hoth tiune and profit and philosophers have speculated about the September 19. The pu~ of 'the pro- the Residence Hall," "lntervisita 
rhis ,•xplanall>r att<'lllpt is hy no means seck to arrive at the truth hy contem- existence of the moon. This speculation gram, greatly expanded from previous tion," and "The Impact of Coeduca 
,·,•mrrchcnsi,c. rlation. generated intense debates which re- years, was "to reinforce and capitalize tion on the Xavier Uniwrsity Campus 
o.. . 1 d · d' upon the interest and dedication of stu- were p-·nted and di•ftu•••d b·v th ...... ,,,rc rr,,,·ccdinl:! ''' answer the Plato carries the meaning further by su te m an attempt to prove or tS· ,..._ .... ...... J 
'-!ll<'sti••n "\\'hat is phil••sorhy." I wish explainin·g that "philosophical wisdom" prove the submissions involved. Today, dent leaders and better equip them to hall staffs. 
h• ••lfcr s••m~ h;~sis on which the word differs from "wisdom" in that it can we know that the moon can support better serw their fellow students." It appears from the program thai 
ck jure, the individual hall adviao 
will become simply that - an adviso 
- with the role of .. policeman" takillj 
second seat. The future will tell it 
ck facto, the advisor will be able tc 
adequately fulfill his new and evolvinj 
role and, in doing so, raise the aca 
demic, cultural, and social atmosphert 
within the residence hall. 
its,· II· •>rigimlted. The Greek word face the test of critical discussion. weight and that its formation may have According to Guye, the program for 
"s••rhi;~" is ••rdin;~rily tmnsl;~tcd into Philosophical statements are not en- a close resemblance with the structure the advisors was "geared to keep pace 
English ;~s "wisdom" and its compound tirely supposed to be absolute but a of the earth. with emerging catholic higher educa-
"rhil••sorhia" from which "philosophy" point from which interested intellec- One important thing the reader must tion and academe." · 
Jeri,·es its calling is translated as "the tuals could pursue the truth funher. keep in mind is that philosophy has 
love <>f ":isdor_n." Its meaning c~vers In an attempt to be too specific on a come to stay as an acceptable part of 
~·herewr IOte~hgence can_ be ex~~ctse~. subject of great specialty as philosophy, what constitute knowledge and will for 
h>r .cxamrle. 10 t_he practical a~lalrs, 10 one may run the risk of being called a a long time to come influence our 
l:tus10ess _or even 10 the mechanrcal arts. pedantic impostor who takes too much actions and beliefs. 
From thts l>roader outlook. the mean- for granted. However. the truth that 
ing of "philo~ophia_". may ~ reg~rd_ed philosophy is the "farthe~" of all dis-
as the low ol exercrsmg ones cunostty ciplines is yet 10 be disproved. 
and intelligence rather than the love of 
wisdom onlv. The writers understanding of philo-
. .. . " sophy is that it is the branch of knowl-
~eedless . to sa~· that philosophy edge which deals with the ultimate and 
as a wor~ rs ambtguous. In fact. most the general causes and principles of 
noted. phtlosophers ~re not agreed on things. In dealing with the ultimate, 
what Its genc_ral calhng should be. Of it tells us why things happen as they do 
the early th10kers. o_nly Pythagoras and leaves the how of such a question 
first describe~ himself as a philoso- to a later observation of pure science 
pher. He outhned three classes of peo- (especially through empirical methods 
pie: the first class represent those who 
take part in the actual performance of 
X HOSTS WORKSHOP 
FOR OHIO SCHOOLS 
colleges in which they were most in-
terested. 
Similar programs were given 
throughout the remainder of the week 
at Lake Erie College, Findlay College, 
Otterbein College, and Ohio University 
(Portsmouth), with each campus host-
ing their respective regions of. the state. 
1 HOUR CLEANING 3 HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY 
Consequently, the program empha· 
sized the wing advisor's role as, abow 
all, an advisor. Through various indi-
viduals in the uniwrsity community, 
the Residence Hall Staff was introduced 
Wet yout whiUie 
With 14-f( l . 
·The most enjoyable fade 
.in beer today I Hudepohl. 
@1969 THE HUDEPOHL BREWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHI 
Thl!~sday. Sept. 18, Xavier Unive.:Sity 
waa • for the first time, host to the 
Southwestern division of the annual 
"Articulation Workshop." This project 
as announced by Rev. J. Peter Busch-
mann. S. J .. director of admissions, is 
an opportunity for high school P-rinci-
pals and counselors to become ac-
quainted with the latest courses and 
developments in the colleges and uni-
versities throughout the state of Ohio. 
Nearly 60 colleges and 205 southwest-
ern high schools, including those of 
the Greater Cincinnati area, are ex-
pected to be represented at the event. 
NATIONAL. DRY CLEANERS . =1 
NORWOOD PLAZA Your Most. Convenient Stop For Food and 
The program for the workshop was 
headed by an address by Mr. Robert E. 
Schmidt, program director of the Chi-
cago regional office of the Health, 
Education, and Welfare Dept., on the 
topic of "Federal Aid to Students." 
The address was followed by a series 
of three panel sessions in which coun-
selors chose between two five member 
panels o( university and college repre· 
sentatives. The purpose of the panels 
is to orientate counselors to the devel-
opments in the colleges in which they 
are particularly interested thru re-
presentatives of the universities and 
I 
WE FEATURE A 6-POINT CLEANING SERVICE Beverage. 
e Parma-Power Dry Cleaning Hopkins Ave. and Bell St. Norwood, Ohio 
• Year-Round Moth Proofing 
e Siz:ing for that new look and feel 
• Minor Rttpairs 
e Dust Covers 
Go Out Victory Parkway and T~rn Right' at 
Asmann. You• II Find Us· At The Top Of The Hill. 
• Pockets and CuHs Electrically Cleaned 
WE INCLUDE ALL THE ABOVE SERVICES 
Open 7 Days a Week from 10 A.M. •til 11 P.M. 
AT NO EXTRA COST TO YOU Complete Line Of Party 
BEER 
Supples. Ice Cubes. 
STORE HOURS: 7:00A.M. to 7:00P.M. DAILY 
EXCEPT SUNDAY 
Phone 351 • 1688 
10% DISCOUNT FOR ALL XAVIER STUDENTS 






-HAS REVOLUTIONIZED STUDY HABITS! 
Accent the Important Pa~sages 
They' II sing out when you review 
IN BOOKS, REPORTS 
AND CLASSROOM NOTES 
Maior Accent" _. .. 
~~::::::Jl':'lr!:~~~~Co~P:I·~~~~~:~~:;~;;~~ . ~ t;.~.r.·=~:. .. -~·Acc&nt no\ po~ 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE • 
.... 
•.• 
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IN IDS OWN WRITE 
by DANIEL KANE 
There are perhaps many things that 
the first edition of the NEWS should 
cover. Many of them have been covered, 
but undoubtedly there will be a few that 
were overlooked. The reasons for their 
being overlooked are somewhat unim-
portant. The fact that they have been 
overlooked is a crime. 
So I am going to try and bring a few of 
these things to your attention. First 
there is the INDEPENDENT EYE 
which can be found in stands spread 
around the campus. The EYE is put 
out by a small staff most of which 
seem to be married. But this doesn't 
slow down their zest for news and tell-
ing things the way they are. A good 
paper to get your hands on when you 
want the other side of the journalistic 
coin. You can steal it, but after reading 
it you may want to go back and drop· · 




.Next we have two stores that are eye 
trips from the other side of your mind. 
Trivet's on Fourth Street, and the Cup-
board near the Inner Circle by UC are 
two of the best places to go and get 
high by your eyes. Trivet's sells every-
thing from american-flag-bell-
bottoms to dirty posters. The Cupboard 
is a bit of a lighter trip, but still as 
much of an experience. Again, they sell 
everything for your body and your mind. 
A good place to pick up anything -
anything. 
The Taft Museum, ~>omewhere down-
town between the river and the new sta-
dium, is a great place to go and just 
relax, even though one or two more 
super highways should put it out of 
existence. They have a good collection 
of paintings and period furniture. A 
good way to see what things were like 
in old Cincinnati. 
In the line of more lively entertain-
ment there will be the Ludlow Garage. 
Seems to be a good place to go to just 
"be" and leave it at that. Somewhere 
over on Ludlow Ave. 
JESUITS CONFER . 
by LARRY WALTER, .News Reporter 
Saturday, September 20, was a day 
of evaluation for the Jesuit communi-
ties of the southern Ohio area. This 
meeting, held from 9:30A.M. to 6 P.M. 
in Xavier's University Center, was 
known as the Implementation of Dis-
cussions of the Province Planning Pro-
grams and was concerned with follow-
ing up a Midwest Jesuit Conference 
which took place earlier this year in 
Chicago, 
You are going to be up against quite 
a few walls and a lot of tripe. Finding 
places like these and doing things be-
sides making Dana Gardens richer will 
help you to make the transition from 
last year to this. Everyone will notice 
the changes, I hope; some are very 
noticeable, others not so. The only way 
to find them is to dig deep, cut through 
all the red tape and crap and you will 
find a layer of truth you didn't know 
existed. Give it a try. 
Stressed at the Chicago conference 
was a reconsideration of the standing 
·of the Jesuit communities in the con-
------------ temporary world. This earlier meet-
Joke of the Week ing made decisions for modernization 
of the Jesuit approach in the four areas 
1st Man: "Say, could you loan me a of social, spiritual, liturgical, and 
dime? I want to phone a friend." academic apostolates. According to 
2nd Man.: "Here's 20 cents. Go phone Rev. Joseph J. Peters, S. J . , the pur-
a// your friends." ; pose of the summer Chicago conference 
was "evaluation of the work being done 
by the apostolates of the Jesuits in a 
changing world." 
Last wc.ekend's meetings at Xavier 
involved plans for implementation on 
a local level of decisions made in 
Chicago and evaluation of the Xavier 
Jesuits' contribution to Xavier as an 
educational institution and to the south-
ern Ohio area. Key issues of the meet-
ing included the "Attraction ·Princi-
ple," which deals with the greater 
attention due to individual Jesuits' 
abilities and inclinations, apostolate 
priorities, and the responsibilities of 
Jesuit communities to the other area 
communities. 
A similar meeting for the area of 
northern Illinois and Indiana will be 
held later this fall at Loyola University 
in Chicago. 
. ..... -........... ------... --·-"·· ......... - .. ··-~···---· 
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ALL 1970 MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY _ . -,i. · 
... SPECIAL DISCOUNT ·T~ XA-VIER STUDENT~ • •· 
AND FACULTY ·· .. ~ 
COLUMBIA OLDS 
_ Ohi~'s Larg~st Oldsmobile ;Dea-ler _ 
Serving _The_ Xavier Family For Over 30 Years- .. 
Ask Any Student,. Faculty- Member 
Or Member Of The Coaching Staff 
600 NEW AND USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM 
442's · CUTL-ASS's · ALL COLO·ns· 
ALL MODELS 
·- - - -CALL BOB ZELINA '68 
FIFTH AND SYCAMORE PHONE 421-8800 
_ __..., ... ·CINCINNATI'S- ONLY DOWNTOWN DEALER ~ ..--
Ask any Musk_ie. They all_ buy or service at 
_, 
COLUMBIA OLDS OR JOSEPH CHEVROLET 
JOSEPH CHEVROLET 
' 
' 'THE PONDEROSA''· 
60 ACRES OF NEW AND USED CARS . 
Special 4 Speed and High Performance · 
SS 396's-228's-YENKOS-CAMAROS 
Over 500 New and Used Cars~Uver 35 New and U-sed Corvet~ · · 
~ No Credit Problems For Any Xavler Students • . . 
I CALL OR SEE MIKE WIRTH, '66' 
( DIRECTIONS• TAll 1·75 .TO CO\IIAIN IXIT, OUT COLHAIN V. MILl PAST OALIIAilM. ,,.. Wtttera Hila · · I Pre• fereat Pork • "-· ................... c:.e...J •• ,.,. left, , ... w ........... O.llnl ....... , .. Gel·· 
:1 ............. ~· ........ c:.e... ... ,.,. ....... c.e...... 
·8733. Colerain. 52-2-8000 8940 Colerai-n ... ·· 522-4888·· 
---- ~ -- ~ ~·~--------- ~- -------------.----- ·-----~-- ----.--
Clip This Ad, It Is Good For 8100.00 · 
On The Purchase Of Any New Or Used Car 
' 
-------------------------------we x;;ange ..,,. --- ----





Once apin Xavier's football squad 
hal taken to the field and alon1 with 
them our marchin1 band has bepn its 
season. Thil season promises to be a 
most suc:cessful one for the marchin1 
Muskies. The program commenced 
with a week of practice here at school . 
before classes began. Performances 
this year include four at Xavier's Cor-
coran Field, one at U.C.'s Nippert Sta-
dium, and one before national television 
for the Cincinnati Bengals. The XU 
band was one of four bands invited t~ 
reappear for a season game of the Ben-
gals. Guest groups accompanying the 
band will be the Colerain Rhythmettes, 
the Badin Badinettes, and a ·marching 
unit-from the Dayton area, the Center-
ville Coeds. Of course, Clarence Mit-
chell will be back this year with his 
colorful antics to lead the band as Drum 
Major. 
Mr. Constantine F. Soriano has be-
gun his seventh year as "Director of 
Bands" here at Xavier and plans to 
field one of the finest groups in the uni-
versity's history. Mr. Soriano com-
mented that a biJ factor in the success 
of this year's season resides in the ef-
forts of the. band's twenty new members . 
and ·its president, Fred Green, along 
with Richard Fujimoto, vi~preiident. 
The band this year apin wishes the 
football team a most successful season 
and looks forward to the continued sup-
port of the XU student body. 
The Edgecliff Social Committee an 
nounced that it is sponsoring an "Edge-
cliff night" at Duffs. The event will 
take place on Oct. 10, 1969. AU Muskies 
who present the free coupon offered in 
the Oct. 8 issue will be admitted t 
Duffs on this night without a col'e 
barge. The cost of drinks will be th 
same as usual. 
' .~-,.,-~ ................ '".1·~.~~~·~-~-··~~~·.····--·· ........... ·~~--.,...,._~ ...... ·~~· .......... ~ ~-........-----14t•.U, ___________________ ..... __ 
·•' I 
-Space age Ylrench. 
Suppose you're up in space and you. need to tighten 
a nut on the outside of your space vehicle. . 
Well .•. if you use an ordinary power wrench, you 
know what happens! You spin around. Not the nut. 
But with this new space wrench, the nut turns-not 
you! 
Neat? 
You bet. And we've got all kinds of fascinating equip-
ment designe.d specially for way out there. And lots for 
way down here, too: 
If you're a science or engineering' graduate ana 
you're'looking for a good place for your talents, be an 
officer, a leader, on the Aerospace Team. The U.S. Air 
Force is the largest scientific and research organiza-
tion of the space age. · 
You'll be right where _the breakthroughs are, .• break-
throughs such as better ways to tighten a nut. 
Pretty exciting if you're looking for a new twist. 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE, Box A, Dept.SCP 99, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148 
NAME AGE 
PLEASE PRINT 
COLLEGE MAJOR SUBJECT GRADUATE DATE CAREER INTERESTS 
HOME ADDRESS 
--------------------------~S~J~E------------------------~Z~IP~--------
1 UNDERSTAND THERE IS NO OBLIGATION. 
CALIFORNIA + + 
~ED RIPE TOMATOES 
~_#D + 
AROMATIC S~ICES FROM AROUND· THE WORLD 
· · . THE 
50 c Coupon· good On .mn;mum puo<h.,. ol 
.·.··· .. ··· ·. S2:~M50CI5,1WO 
'FOOD VAlUE REDEEMABLE AT 
Z.INO'S 4222 MontiOIUIJ U. 
+ A LOT-
OF 
WILDEST VARIETY IN TOWN kNOW HOW 
·THE MOST D.·ELICIOUS 




. . ' 
4222 MONTGOMERY ROAD 
· (Five Minutes. ·trom All Xavier Dormi.tones): ·' 
PHONE·. 731-8200 
\••· 
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Luxury Suites ... tastefully decorated in traditional Italian and French Provincial decor ... air 
conditioned ... fully carpeted-... dally maid· service and linens ... food service· 
... 24 hour telephone service by Edna and Mar1aret ... comfortable living in suburban atmosphere ... large 
rooms and cupboards ... modern kitchens and baths ... kept shiny and clean by Housekeeper Helen Schech-
ter, Pink~ and Supt. Coy Elliott ... call Miss Davitt for a tour and details. Reserved ·parking in garage and 
doorman service. 
Celebrity Corner 
... Thars why screen stage TV and world 
celebrites prefer the suburban quiet and re- · 
laxing atmosphere of the VERNON MkNOR 
to a busy commercial hotel ... guests this 
year included Arthur Godfre~. The Beatles, 
Francis Cardinal Spellman, Mary Martin, Bob 
Hope, Johnny Mathis, Smothers Brothers, Leopold 
Stokowskl, Allen and Rossi, Gov. G. Mannon 
Williams, Pierre 5allnaer, Sen. Ro&ert Kennedy, 
Judy Garland and many others. 
The "400" Cocktail Lounge Intimate and friendly ... that's 
the "400" Room where the elite 
of the Queen City meet every night for JUMBO COCKTAILS from 5:30 to 7 p.m. Erv 
Ra~ and Johnny, Cincinnati's expert mixologists, provide you with a real drink brim 
full ... open daily from 11 a.m. to 2 a.m. the next morning ... Dancing Monday 
through Saturday nights ... Food served by Hattie and the town's most charm-
ing waitresses ... How about a hot buttered rum while cuddled around our open 
Fireplace this Winter? 
JUMBO COCKTAIL HOUR ... 5:30 to 7 p.m. WENDELL HENRY AT THE PIANO and 
nightly till 1 a.m. 
DANCING ... Fridays and Saturdays, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. JIMMY WILBER AND HIS 
MAJOR THIRDS 
N Ch k ... Mondays thru· Frldays.ll:30 to 2:30 p.m. see the beautiful OOn UC wagon fresh roasted Prime Rump of Beef, Baked Virginia Ham, Turkey, 
Homemade Turtle Soup ... and on the table those delicious German 
dill pickles, fresh sauerkraut and green tomatoes ... a complete lunch for only $1.35, .. watch Chef 
Ernie prepare your favorite sandwich ... in a11d out in 20 minutes with Muzak background serv.ed by 
lovely Vivian, Louise and Myrtle. 
Monday Bu ff<ets ... The TALK OF THE TOWN specialties of Chef James Barnhill are now the Vernon Manor's MONDAY NIGHT BUFFETS of some 50 dishes, 
from shrimp and marinated Herring to rib of beef, ham, fowl, vegetables, 
salads galore and a dessert table fit for a King with pastries, fresh fruit and. other delicacies ... all for 
only $4.75 ... bring the family and prove we're right! Mondays from 6 to 9 p.m . 
Beach Club And Swimming P~ol . . . Open for season May thru September ... prjvate memberships and lockers .. . 
open 7 days week 10 a.m. to 10 'p.m ... . 
Join now, as memberships are limited. 
P • p • A d M ... Luncheons, dinners, meetings and recep-nvafe artte.s. n eetings lions for groups from 5 to 200 ... in one of 
the beautiful private party rooms - the Garden, 
Colonial, Chinese, Boot and Parisian Rooms ... No room charge for groups dining with us ... Call 
Maitre D' Robert Weiner for reservations and menus. 
FREE PARKING AT ALL TIMES. "YOU CAN STAY AT ANY HOTEL, BUT YOU CAN LIVE AT THE 
. VERNON MANOR." HOME OF W.Z.I.P. 
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph Link Jr., President & Exec. Vice President 
Forum Room Of ThP- VII Caesars 
... Roman feasts at their best ... eveninli dinners by candlelight 
till 9 p.m. Saturdays until 10 p.m .... German, French and Italian 
Cuisine ... Prime beeg and air-shipped fresh live sea foods ... 
Chicken and Dumplings: .. Sauerbrauten and German potato pan· 
cakes ... hom·e-made turtle soup dally ... all served by top walters 
Frank, Fred, Bill, Bo, Ernie and Harald ... call Mr. Weiner or Captain 
Charles for your favorite table ... a regal atmosphere fit for Caesar 
for the price of only a few lire! · 
Snooty Fox CoHee Shoppe 
... Fresh from the market and Apple Hill Farm, newly laid eggs, 
and hickory smoked bacon and pork sausage ... open daily 12 
to 3:30 p.m., 5:30 to 1 a.m. Sundays 9 a.m. to 2:30p.m., and 
4:30 p.m. to 8 p.m .... Jet service for peanut prices ... Carlos, 
Master Chef, flips your favorite pancakes served by Evel~n and 
Elaine ... with that fresh daily made coffee ... from a snack 
to a feast, the SNOOTY·FOX Is the wise and cunning place in 
which to eat .• · -
. The Vernon Manor-Hotel.· Oak 11 Burnet· Cincinnati 1521;J 281-3300 
